By JUDY TELLER

"No complaints" as occupants move into Franklin Blvd.

The building only has two elevators, at the moment parted in half when raising mail, The elevator should be finished after the movers are through.

Office workers praised the movers, Mayflower and Co., Roberta Benner, director of development, was amazed at "how much junk they moved safely. Three moves are worth one good fine.

A woman in the News Bureau said her new office was lovely after "the other little hole in the Nursing Education Building—on floor one and no elevators."

A secretary in the Institutional Planning said her office was "a joke — but we do have three buildings to be built nitrogen."

"Not much work in Collie Hall," she said.
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Protesters ask end of war complicity

Nine anti-war students yesterday asked the Maddin Committee to urge the University Council to end University "collaboration" in the Vietnam war in order to "preclude the need for future civil disobedience over military draughts."

The letter to chairman Dr. Robert Maddin also stated that the strikers -- all of whom have been charged with breaking University rules -- have taken their option to bypass the Maddin Committee and be tried in the disciplinary channel. The nine announced their purpose before the Nov. 1 demonstration against Dow Chemical Co. and Central Intelligence Agency recruiting.

The letter, drafted Tuesday, proposes to the University Council a "resolution for neutralization of the campus during the Vietnamese War."

The resolution states in part: "The use of university grounds, facilities and staff for furtherance of the war effort shall be suspended until resolution of the Vietnam War. This resolution shall apply in addition to such recruitment and training of personnel, and research, which may reasonably be construed as active collaboration in the execution of the war."

The resolution also encourages the University to continue a policy of inviting "speakers of all persuasions to use the campus to present their views in a spirit of open academic inquiry."

The letter states at the end that the agreement constitutes all but your committee will have the vis-
sion and courage to endorse our proposal in presenting it to the University Council."

Maddin, asked yesterday if he would present the letter to the Steering Committee of the University Council, replied, "Of course not."

The nine students who signed the agreement constitutes all but four of the students who have been charged with violations in the past.

Maddin said he expects to hear from the others by 5 P.M. today on whether they will join his Committee or face the other disciplinary actions. The Steering Committee will meet at 5:30 today.

Meanwhile, no announcement has been made yet whether the undergraduates among the 13

(Continued on page 7)
We're holding the cards.

Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on where and when you stay. Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a good place. Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns in major cities.
Recognition of magazine revoked

UPSG has withdrawn its support and recognition of "Columns" magazine.

The publication "blatantly and knowingly overspent its allocation," according to Buddy Hirsch, UPSG finance committee chairman.

The committee allocated $375 last spring to finance a mock-up issue of the magazine for potential advertisers. Robert Baiter, editor of "Columns," said the magazine could support itself, of port and magazine revocation through advertising.

Baiter condemned the UPSG action as "an insult to me, but there's no way this could hurt a magazine." He may transfer to Swarthmore College or Columbia University because "Penn students don't appreciate" his publication.

Assembly creates exec. committee

UPSG, at its meeting Monday night, passed two bills-creating an executive committee and allocating money.

The executive committee will advise the speaker of the assembly and the UPSG President. Its membership will be the UPSG President, the Vice-Presidents for Finance and Internal Affairs, the Secretary of the assembly, the speaker of the assembly, and the chairman of each standing legislative committee.

Rosenberg issues statement about university adions

UPSG Assembly Speaker James Rosenberg has issued a statement praising the University administration for its willingness to admit mistakes.

In an apparent reference to the University Council Steering Committee's rejection of the jurisdiction of the Maddin Free Speech Committee in the face of student protests, Rosenberg said the incident points out "the importance of maintaining an immediate and continuous dialogue among students, faculty, and administration whenever we are faced with an explosive situation."

The statement also heaps praise on student governments because "of monumental gains in defining our jurisdiction."

Rosenberg cites the Committee on Student Affairs resolution relinquishing control over student activity recognition and financing as the first step in defining the role we (UPSG) shall play on the University campus. He said government's role in the Maddin Committee clarification "will assure that existing procedures, whether they be disciplinary or something else, be followed by the University community."

Rosenberg also called for a nonpartisan evaluation of UPSG's performance. He said government's accomplishments should be viewed "as gauged by undergraduate student government working together to see that the campus is moving in a proper direction."

Course Guide distributes 40,000 questionnaires

The 1968 Course Guide has completed distributing course evaluation questionnaires to first-year undergraduate department offices.

Assuming a review of all courses offered to undergraduates at the undergraduate level, the staff of The Course Guide distributed 40,000 forms during the past three days.

The procedure for faculty members wishing to cooperate with The Course Guide's plan for total response from students is as follows:

1. Pick up one large envelope for each course section taught at department office.
2. Pick up enough evaluation forms for each student taught at the department office.
3. At your convenience, pass the forms to the students to fill out, collect them and place each section's returns in the large envelope.
4. Return the envelope to department office, where it will be picked up.

The Course Guide has asked lecturers in classes with both lectures and recitations to allow the students to mail the completed forms in class, allow the section leaders to take care of distribution and collection.

This procedure is proposed in order to by-pass the difficulties that would arise in passing out and collecting forms in a 500-member lecture.

The Course Guide is requesting faculty who wish to cooperate to complete the above procedure before the week of December 11, according to the editors.

It's me!

Timothy Leary went off drugs when he heard JEAN SHEPHERD.

HILL 875 was won when Westminster consulted JEAN SHEPHERD.

De Gaulle invited SHEPHERD to join the Common Market. When SHEPHERD left England, Wilson had to devalue the pound. (He's worth his weight in gold.) And guess who Moshe Dayan talked to before June 6?

WHAT IS A JEAN SHEPHERD?

IT'S ME!

Who Epitomizes?

The The

Derriago The

Of The

David McCollam? Vibrity

Of Of Paul Newman?

Bogart? Urbanity

Of Of Sean Connery

Belmondo

See Him With Ursula Andress Tues. Dec. 5 Irvine 7 & 9:30 P.M.

In English

Catacombs presents tonight A Poetry Reading by Rosemary Seminara and Donald Seidil

10:00 P.M. Free

CATACOMBS
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HYPNOSIS

WE WILL HELP YOU AND GUARANTEE POSITIVE RESULTS FOR THE FOLLOWING:

WEIGHT CONTROL, SMOKING, DRINKING, NERVOUSNESS, SLEEPLESSNESS, SELF CONFIDENCE, CONCENTRATION, MEMORY, MOTIVATION & OTHER EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF HYPNOTHERAPY,

PAUL S. SYMMES, PH.D.

FREE CONSULTATION BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.

CA 4-7930
Undergraduates charged with violations of University regulations in this month's legislative sessions will be permitted to bypass the much-criticized Middin Committee and appear before another body for decisions in their cases.

Just what other body will hear those cases remains to be determined. Men's Judiciary Chief Justice H. Michael Neild will meet soon with Gerald Robinson, acting dean of men, to decide whether that body will be the Committee on Student Judicial Administration (CSD) or the Men's Judiciary. Women's Judiciary Chief Justice Ellen Krafft will meet with Dean of Women Alice Emerson to decide whether the CSD or Women's Judiciary will try women's cases.

The CSD is composed of nine faculty members, five students, one alumnus and a full-time administrative member. The Men's Judiciary is composed of seven faculty members. The Men's and Women's Student Justiciaries are empowered by the University of Pennsylvania Student Government Constitution to try students for "alleged violations of the University regulations."

Student Justiciary, then, is clearly mandated to assume jurisdiction in all cases involving undergraduate violations of University regulations.

CSD has been established by practice as a court of appeal from decisions of Student Justiciary. Decisions available to be appealed to the president of the University. There is no justification, legally speaking, to deny Student Justiciary the original jurisdiction it has enjoyed and should continue to enjoy in student cases.

Nor can there be any viable non-hierarchical system for the substitution of CSD in the stead of Student Justiciary. Student Justiciary is subject to a set of regulations not applied to other members of the University community. Ignoring the institution of a parallel body for the purpose of such a discriminatory polity, one must at least grant students the right to decide themselves cases involving violations of those regulations.

The chief justices and the deans of men and women ought to consider carefully the precedent they will inevitably set when they determine jurisdiction in the sit-in cases. Student Justiciary's jurisdiction should be reaffirmed.

DENMARK - 28 Dutch National Television claimed today that 45 out of 100 American servicemen stationed in Europe and of the U.S. Army in Europe and of the service in Vietnam, and ended:

"...said in a special report that "more than 1,000 American servicemen stationed in Denmark, used the leverage the Left has in the Danish Parliament which will almost certainly grant political asylum to any American service man who has deserted and come to Denmark." It is slightly more ticklish. Though the Danish penalty for desertion is three months in prison, the Danish Parliament which will almost certainly grant political asylum to any American service man who has deserted and come to Denmark, is as yet uncommitted to bypass the much-critiqued Middin Committee and hear the cases is as yet uncommitted to bypass the much-critiqued Middin Committee and hear the cases.

...Mr. Neild, I assure you, can amuse yourself here and find an intellectual book. I hope some of your materialize, and who knows if some year Penn may win the Ivy League Football Championship.

...Professor Garvan. For whom are the other two intended? One tomato has been expended on the Garvan affair was an excellent piece of tart reportage. It was particularly encouraging to note the fine business practice employed in selecting the appropriate agent. However, some thought on the last sentences of that article leads me to a rather alarming supposition. Specifically, it is a well-known fact that the Army Market has been increasing at very clear to anyone who seems interested. We have the following: 1. A list of the students who have deserted and come to Denmark.
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Social involvement battling apathy at fraternity houses

By JANICE KOLBER

Tom Phillips, head of Pi's External Committee, stated yesterday that fraternity men have never been synthetic at one Interfraternity Council officer puts it. But their humanitarian instincts "have never been properly channelled."

In a recent interview, Phillip cited examples of what organized good-will can do.

- Fraternity men from Phi Sigma Delta, Phi Upsilon, Tau Delta Phi, Theta Xi and Beta Theta Pi have taken young South Vietnamese boys to Penn for ball games.
- Pi's house has undertaken one-day individual community service projects this semester. Some of the men who participated were inspired to join the CIIC, Phillips reported.
- Thirty-six fraternities have committed their January pledge classes to at least one one-day community help project.
- "Anyone on this campus, who is interested in solving the problems of people in this city," he said, "goes to the Community Interfraternity Council and gets busy with the CIC."
- "I'm in on a lot of kids. There are people in fraternities who are working to see that those kids are added to, and 'just can't give the five hours a week. We still want to do something. The CIC is a closer group to them."

Phillips, a junior majoring in chemistry, is seeking the help of Tim Baker, head of social work at the Christian Association, and IF President Doug Jansen to get fraternity members who "want to do something" in short term committed. "We hope to see that the brothers involved would become more educated and develop what Phillips labels "a real commitment" to the CIC."

Members of two houses have apparently undertaken such commitments.

Alpha Chi Rho members prepared a Philadelphia Boy's Club in what was scheduled to be a terminal project. Instead, the brethren decided on an extended recreational and tutorial program for Saturday mornings.

Men from Alpha Sigma Phi went to paint the Dickinson Life- house for a one-afternoon project. Instead, members decided to do something in short sight of a particular fraternity. Phillips cannot talk about the meetings personally.

"I have to depend on the president to bring up it and talk enthusiastically about it at the meetings," he said.

BARRY TREADWELL

BA, Columbia; Harvard, joined Bethlehem Steel's Loop Course in 1964. Assigned to our Boston district, Barry handled accounts throughout South New England, selling at a rate of over $25 million a year. After six months of army duty Barry returned to even bigger assignments.

MANAGEMENT

BETHELHEM STEEL

Career prospects are better than ever at Bethlehem Steel. We need on-the-ball engineers, technologists, and liberal arts graduates for the Loop Course. Look up a copy of our booklet at your place of business.

Columbus was first

Running with machine support, Mussmann lost the Demoeratic senatorial nomination in 1964. By 491,900 votes to the opponent, and he is now running for the office of Clark. While Clark has been fighting poverty and the LEI, war policy, in addition to charging treason and performing his judicial duties, he has written a book "proving" Columbus, not the son of Erik the Red, discovered America.

The organization is sure to back Clark. Clark and Mussmann were both Democrats in the ballot, but he had not read it, he bitterly attacked Columbus. Clark, while Clark has been fighting poverty and the LEI, war policy, in addition to charging treason and performing his judicial duties, he has written a book "proving" Columbus, not the son of Erik the Red, discovered America.
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FRATERNITY OPEN HOUS-  
ER Open house this Sunday in  
the following houses: Alpha Sig-  
a Phi - 5:30-10:00 Sigma Phi  
Epsilon - 3:30-4:00 Theta Xi  
- 4:00.  
 
HILLEL: Bagels and lox  
brunch, 11 A.M., this Sunday.  
Open mixer follows. Make reser-  
vations between 6:30 and 6:30 to-  
day at Hillel. Being musical in-  
struments.  
 
HILLEL: Religious services  
specifically for Reform Jews will  
begin this Friday, 7:30 P.M.,  
Hillel.  
 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT  
ASSOCIATION: Skiing in Ver-  
mont - Dec. 20-26, Call EV-2-4  
74.  
 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT  
ASSOCIATION FILMS: "Ashes  
and Diamonds" (Wajda), 7:30 and  
9:30 tonight, Anneberg.  
 
NATIONALITY NIGHT: Greek  
dinner and entertainment, fol-  
lowed by folk dancing, 5:30 P.M.,  
tomorrow, CA. Tickets available  
at Houston Hall Ticket Service  
and Office of International Ser-  
vices. No tickets will be sold at  
the door.  
 
PIE BETA KAPPA VERTINO  
SCHOLAR PROGRAM Evgeny  
Vinnits will lecture on "Aspects  
of Malory" 8 P.M., Monday,  
Anneberg Aud.  
 
ROMANCE LANGUAGE  
CLUB Bellemont is coming.  
ALL ACTIVITY CHARMEN  
UPSG Finance Committee will  

discuss new finance guidelines  
for activities. Rom. 1, Bhl 3  
P.M., tomorrow.  
 
CJLC: ESSH members-Ca-  
dren will be here for the last  
this time this semester, 11 A.M.  
Saturday, the CA. RSVP ext.  
3169 or X1 6-6175.  
 
CIRCLE K Board meeting,  
7:30 tonight, Graduate Dormitu-  
ity Lounge, all members wel-  
come.

GALLANT - FOx ENTERPRISES  
WISHES MARY JO  
A VERY HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY  
AND GREAT SUCCESS WITH HER  
NEW RECORD STORE -  

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS  
ASSOCIATION  
PRESENTS  
the Masterpiece of the Polish Film Renaissance  
Andrzej Wajda's  
ASHES AND DIAMONDS  
also "Opening Speech" by Mckenra  
Thursday, November 30, Anneberg Auditorium  
at 7:30 and 9:30 Admission $1.00  
( Venice Film Festival Prize, 1959)  

Main Auditorium  
Drexel Institute Of Technology  
North East Corner & 32 Chestnut Streets  
Phila., Penn.  

Sponsored by  
The Student Program Board  
All Performances at 7:30 P.M.  

A Collection Of Brilliant Short Stories  
By The Directors Of The 60's (And 70's)  

- PROGRAM -  
The Concert of M. Kubel - Walranor Borowcyzk, Poland 1962  
All the Boys Are Called Patrick - Jean Godard, France 1950  
Ali - Yoji Kuri, Japan 1964  
A Seat With The View - Guido Baccelli, France 1954  
Do-it-Yourself Cartoon Kit - Bob Godfrey, England 1961  
Arthur - Thi - Jean Herman, France 1965  
The Gomes of Angles - Walranor Borowcyzk, Poland 1964  
The Apple - George Dunning, England 1962  
The Jason - Richard B Electrica & Gordon Sheppard, Canada 1962  

DECEMBER 1st and 2nd 1967 ADMISSION $1.50  
Prize Winning Film Selections  
To Provide A Stimulating Evening  

Scene From The Fascinating  
documentary of "Playboy" Hugh Hefner,  
The Most (1962), is one of the  
nost important works of cinema verite.  

Pick Up Your Copy Of ‘Student Action’  
Available On Campus Tomorrow
Desertions
(Continued from page 4)
which advise soldiers to desert, but gives
them false contacts.
"The soldier calls a number in Copen-
hagen and says 'I want to desert,' you
know," says Neergard. "The voice on
the other end says 'OK. where are you?
We'll come and pick you up.' The guy
says 'I'm at such-and-such,' and in 15
minutes he's in jail."

The CIA suspicion started when some
radical students in Berlin picked up some
of the pamphlets they had distributed to
U.S. soldiers. They found some with al-
together new phone numbers and addresses
listed as contacts.
"We're not sure, of course," says
Paul Nexmand, "I mean, it could be a
practical joke by men from outer space."
But the International Herald Tribune
managed to dig up the last word. In
their article describing the TV appear-
ance of the four Navy deserters from
Japan, the Tribune said:
"American Embassy officials ex-
pressed surprise at their television ap-
pearance. I didn't even know they were
in Russia," a consul official said. "I
don't think they will come in to regis-
ter with us."

If you have never visitea
Zavelle's before,
now is a wonderful time to do it.
Christmas Cards
Wrapping Paper
Gifts
Candles
Art Supplies

Zavelle's
3409 Walnut
Open Evenings

As Rip Van Winkle failed to learn, there's a time and a place for sleeping. If you find
yourself nodding off at the wrong time or in the wrong place, reach for your NoDoz.
(You do carry some with you at all times, don't you?) A couple of
NoDoz and you're with it again. And NoDoz is non habit-forming.
THE ONE TO TAKE WHEN YOU HAVE TO STAY ALERT.

Student health
(Continued from page 1)
physicians on Thursday and
Friday.
Schrode said his department
does not have enough physicians
to allow doctors to make house
calls, and the practice is against
policy of Student Health.
He confirmed that Miss Wolf
told the physicians at Student
Health she felt better at the
time she consulted the service.
Miss Wolf's parents said yes-
terday they are planning to re-
quest the hospital to pay for
Miss Wolf's hospitalization,
claiming Student Health is re-
ponsible for her hospitalization
in a private institution.

Photo
Service
call 594-7535
 SIGMA CHI
congratulates
JOHNNIE WETHERHOLD
on his recent engagement
TO
SHERI D. BERRY
Happy spelunking, John!

Protesters
(Continued from page 1)
protesters will be tried by Student
Judiciary or the Committee on
Student Discipline (CSD).

Mrs. Alice Emerson, dean of
women, said yesterday she hopes
to meet by Friday with Ellen
Kraftsow, chief justice of the
women's division of Student
Judiciary, to decide where the
cases will be tried.
Neither Acting Dean of Men
Gerald Robinson nor Men's Chief
Judge H. Michael Neiditch were
available for comment yesterday
on what will happen to the cases
against the male undergraduates.

EXCELSIOR,
YOU
FATHEAD!
DEC. 4. IRVINE 8:30 P.M.
Anyone can run on
after - Xmas sale, but
in the holiday spirit,
we're running a
Christmas
Sale
Quality pipes
fine cigars
assocted tobacco
pipe accessories
lighters
Ye Olde
Tobacconist, Ltd.
3643 WYALnut
222-2224

Dr. Stanley L. Abrams
announces
the opening of his office
for the practice of general medicine at
417 NORTH 34TH ST.
OFFICE HOURS:
2-3:30 P.M. DAILY
and by Appointment
No Hours Wednesday

CUSTOM-DESIGNED SWEATSHIRTS
OR T-SHIRTS
• YOUR CHOICE OF DESIGN AND INSRIPTION
• PERMANENT FLUORESCENT COLORS
• GUARANTEED COLORED, SHRINK-PROOF
• ALL SIZES
• FRATERNITY, SORORITY INSIGNIAS
• CLUB, TEAM EMBLEMS
• OR YOUR OWN DESIGN
FOR APPOINTMENT
CALL:
594-7535

DR. STANLEY L. ABRAMS
announces
the opening of his office
for the practice of general medicine at
417 NORTH 34TH ST.
OFFICE HOURS:
2-3:30 P.M. DAILY
and by Appointment
No Hours Wednesday

THE ONE TO TAKE WHEN YOU HAVE TO STAY ALERT.
Coaches surveys frost hockey after opening loss to R.P.L.

Penn freshman hockey coach Bill Constantinone describes his class of 71 skaters as "an ideal 'supply team' for next year's varsity. Our first line and defense," he adds, "can play with anyone.

Last Friday's 7-5 opening game loss at R.P.L. may not be fully indicative of the frosh's capabilities. The Red and Blue were charged with an overwhelming total of 66 penalty minutes. Four of the R.P.L. goals were scored when Penn was a man short. The way the pool is constructed, waves are at a minimum, and the water flat-tends to remain relatively quickly. Even when the platform is elevated, the water does not occur to any great extent because the bulkhead is constructed so that water flows through the semi-hollow platform.

The list of components contains with the pool's design itself. The way the pool is constructed, waves are at a minimum, and the water flat-tends to remain relatively quickly. Even when the platform is elevated, the water does not occur to any great extent because the bulkhead is constructed so that water flows through the semi-hollow platform.

Exclusive to the Gimbel pool are two 3-meter diving boards, a 5-meter platform, as well as two 1-meter boards. The addition of the two "high" boards will provide the swimming team with an additional event in their meets and bring its equipment up to date.

The Quakers had built a 2-0 lead within the first 2 minutes of play. Tommy Davis and Timmy Cutter scored for Penn, as the first line has a lot of hockey experience. They have depth. Up from the ranks in January, 137-pounder Vic Finke and Mark Parsinen are from hockey, while guard was one of the most consistent players in the nation.

The Quakers were compiled by Labosky (7-2-1) at 177, and Hannon (5-3-2) at the 123-pound slot, Jed Olmstead (5-5) at 152, and Davis, the co-captains, and Todor. Defense-coach Bill Pinkerton (6-4), was one of the most consistent players in the nation.
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One sophomore, undefeated at 8-1 log last year, has depth. Up from the ranks in January, 137-pounder Vic Finke and Mark Parsinen are from hockey, while guard was one of the most consistent players in the nation.
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